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The new metal doors and frames are now completed below the clubhouse.  
Thanks to Fred Ford for painting the new doors to the ice machine/beer cooler to match the old doors. 
Brand new AYC and UT decals are now displayed. Tom Cunningham did a great job of prepping and 
painting the new doors and installing the new decals.   

Huge thanks go out to the Sea Scouts who had a weekend event doing their annual volunteer project at 
the club. They installed a new “Crew Area” sign that replaces the one that disappeared during the flood, 
cleaned up the club site, and planted plants. The scouts are a tremendous help at our club we are so 
lucky to have them.  

The AYC is trying to go GREEN with the suggestion from the Road Runners that we change our paper 
products to a more sustainable product. The goal is to have a GREEN and Clean Road Runner regatta on 
June 1.  We will be using up, and then replacing the existing plastic plates, cups and utensils in the 
clubhouse with new substitutes that are biodegradable and more environmentally friendly.   

The large asphalt repair project was completed.  It included patching pot holes around the club and 
widening the parking/driving areas near the south cove.  This project paved and striped the formerly 
graveled parking area near the playscape, allowing closer pull-in parking and thereby making the road to 
the north launching ramp wider for better traffic flow. 

A new water fountain and bottle filler was installed below the clubhouse.  This replaced the 40 year old 
fountain that finally bit the dust after it was under water from the flood.  This also helps in our GREEN 
efforts to use refillable bottles in lieu of store-bought plastic water bottles. Drink up!  

Diane Covert, B&G Commander 
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